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About Gondella

THE GONDELLA GROUP

An extraordinary 
shopping experience 
starts with Gondella.

Excite the senses 
of your shoppers 
with unexpected 
experiences.

Shoppers are reshaping the supermarket land-

scape faster than ever before. Contemporary 

supermarket brands are transforming food 

shopping from a daily chore into an enjoyable 

experience. 

Gondella is your total partner par excellence to 

take the experience of your store to the next level. 

Our aim is to unburden our customers with an 

extensive range of quality shop racks, displays, 

checkouts and custom-made furniture to create a 

shop layout that truly stands out. With us, you are 

in the right hands for a total care-free approach. 

We are what we create with our customers.

Our customer-oriented DNA has created satisfied 

retailers and happy end customers since 1965. 
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Our services

All-inclusive supplier

Gondella, a reliable 
partner to handle 
your store design

Tailored to your needs

From design to installation: Gondella meticulously 

works out your project and takes care of every 

detail. Benefit from the highest quality standards 

and a comprehensive product range to create 

exactly the store design you are looking for.

Our modular shopfitting systems can be cus-

tomised with a wide choice of materials, colours 

and accessories. Thanks to their easy set-up 

and relocation possibilities, Gondella’s solutions 

literally ‘grow along’ with the changing needs of 

your brand.

Quality & reliability 

Passionate about sleek design and innovative 

technology, Gondella develops and manufactures 

retail furniture and shelving in-house. Moreover, 

our shop racks are TÜV-certified and guarantee 

quality at an optimal price.

We handle everything 
to do with fitting out 
your store, so you can 
focus on what really 
matters: running a 
profitable business.
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Product development & 
prototyping 

At Gondella, product development starts with 

you. We work with you to find the right balance 

between aesthetics, functionality and cost. Our 

dedicated team of technical designers, experi-

enced engineers and efficient installers are at 

your disposal. 

International capacity

Thanks to our European production sites and 

an extensive network of partners, we smoothly 

deliver and install shop concepts throughout 

Europe and far beyond. No matter the project 

size, we will work with you to find a solution that 

guarantees the best result.

Retail is not an exact science, we know that too. 

Gondella adapts quickly to possible changes and 

ensures a quick turnaround of your remodelling 

project. We aim to keep our installations as fast 

and non-intrusive as possible, thus keeping the 

store’s closing time to a minimum. 

Flexibility & speed
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Dry food

Shelving, furniture & displays

Gondella’s solutions optimally arrange your dry 
food section with a wide range of shelving, displays 
and furnishings, all tailored to your requirements.
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If you want to organise your extensive 

range so customers can see and ap-

preciate it properly, then the smart 

decision is to invest in modular store 

shelving and displays. 

The Gondella range allows for unlimited 

possibilities in terms of wall and gon-

dola displays: all setups can be easily 

extended or rearranged as required.

Easily 
extended
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The strong metal base is enhanced with other materials and 
accessories, depending on the requirements of each store.

Dry food
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By choosing the single back panel option, you can enlarge the 
aisles with 10cm without losing any shelf space. 

Dry food
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Dry food

The smart usage of gondola ends 

on the Gondella system guides and 

captures the customers’ attention 

and encourage cross-selling.

Gondola 
end
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Italian

Visibility
Obtain maximum visibility and a 
sleek look with our unique fine 
profiled edge.

Space-optimisation
Maximum product placement 
and more flexibility to position 
your shelf boards.

Dry food

1

Sample 
compositions

From standard 
shelving, to a full-
option luxurious 
display: Gondella’s 
modular shelving 
can be configured 
to various set-ups, 
creating limitless 
presentation options 
for all dry goods.
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Orientation
Side panels or communication on 
the canopy with product or aisle info 
permit a quick orientation in the store.

Italian

Chinese

Indian

Wider shelves or aisles
More stock on display or wider aisles thanks 
to the single back panel principle. Choose to 
increase either the shelf space or the aisle 
width with 5cm. In case of the latter, gain up 
to 10cm aisle width when shelves are placed 
on opposite sides.

Back panel
Multiple options for back panels 
available, like plain or perforated 
panels, wired backing, finishing 
with wood, etc.

Customisation
From standard metal shelving 
in more than 200 colours, to a 
high-end custom look with wood. 
Pick and choose the design that 
you like.

Strong 
The 3mm steel thickness of 
the uprights give the shelving 
unparalleled stability.

Compatibility 
A seamless integration with all 
Gondella modular shelving and 
accessories is possible, as well as 
paper and electronic price tags. 

1 World foods unit
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Dry food
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8

6   Wall unit wooden back panel small     7   Nuts unit large     8   Standard wall unit large

 2   Standard wall unit small     3   Coffee unit small     4   Coffee unit large     5   Sausage unit small
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Non-food

Shelving, furniture & displays

Highly flexible shelving systems to accommodate various 
types of non-food products and spatial conditions.
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Get more out of all available retail space by using Pitch 25. The 
space saving characteristics of this efficient shelving system 
lead to more product facings and thus a wider assortment.  
Accessories are available to optimally present every single 
product, no matter its shape, weight or size.

Non-food
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Just about every contemporary 

grocery store sells non-food items. 

This part of the POS usually includes a 

wide assortment of products, varying 

from kitchenware and toys, to clothing 

and electronics. Consequently it asks 

for a shelving system that is highly 

flexible. 

Non-food
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Non-food
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Every store is different. Gondella creates unique, free-standing 
displays and shop-in-shop concepts to meet your store’s 
specific requirements.

Non-food
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Versatile
Products can be presented in all 
shapes and forms (hanging, in 
baskets, using separators, etc.).

Tags
All shelves are compatible with 
tags, either paper or electronic, 
as well as datastrips. 

Flexible
Opt for a wall or gondola 
solution according to 
your needs. The modular 
structure is mobile and can 
be expanded with various 
options. 

1

Non-food

Sample 
compositions
Our furniture is 
as versatile as the 
products in your non-
food department. 
Together we design 
tailor-made solutions 
to turn your non-food 
department in a store 
highlight.
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1   Furniture with rounded shelves     2   Ball wire basket     3   Step or bicycle presentation

4   Textile totem     5   Gondola with wood     6   TV furniture     7   Textile furniture on wheels

4
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Health & 
body care

Shelving, furniture & displays

Beauty product displays need to be neat, 
tidy and well-organised, Gondella’s range 

includes everything to showcase them in your 
supermarket.
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Our label holders give the opportunity 

to apply electronic or paper price la-

bels on the shelf close to the product. 

Combined with our plexi separations 

you achieve an orderly shop display 

with perfect product visibility.

Well- 
organised
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Health & body care
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Extra integrated LED lighting in your shelving is particularly 
interesting in the beauty department. It highlights the attractive 
appearance of your beauty products and grabs the shopper’s 
attention.

Health & body care
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Shelves in several depths, as 
smaller products require less 
space, you can choose to use more 
narrow shelves.

Matching plinths for a sleek 
finish that keeps dust away.

Add wood in a variety of decors to 
give the furniture a warm and alluring 
touch. 

Invisible LED tubes to 
accentuate products.

1

Health & body care

Sample 
compositions

The atmosphere of 
the health & beauty 
section is significantly 
different from the rest 
of the supermarket. 
Create a spotless 
but attractive zone 
by selection a fitting 
presentation.
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1   Make-up unit wood     2   Beauty & care unit wooden frame large 

3   Beauty & care unit hooks and dividers large     4   Beauty & care unit white wooden frame large

3
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Soft drinks & 
beer

Shelving, furniture & displays

Attractive beverage units and racks designed to 
meet the needs of both the seller and the buyer.
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Adding an eye-catching, dark wooden finish to the gondola ends, 
underlines the authenticity of your products and puts your 
special beers in the spotlight. 

Soft drinks & beer

40



Our drinks displays are versatile in 

use, yet robust and space saving. The 

shelving modules in this section of the 

store need to attract the attention 

of the buyer, while combining well 

thought-out design with unprece-

dented strength. 

Discover various possibilities to pres-

ent water, milk, soft drinks, juices and 

beers, using various finishes and de-

cors to choose from.

High 
loading 
strength
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Units of 1325mm wide are used to put pallets and crates 
comfortably below, having stock within hand’s reach of 
customers.

Soft drinks & beer
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Protection
A smart and subtle 
bumper prevents 
possible damage to 
your display or its back 
wall.

Promotion
Include end bays, extra 
communication and food pairing 
furniture to stimulate impulse 
buying and promo’s.

Pallets
Units of 1325mm wide 
are commonly used to 
put pallets and crates 
easily below.

Stability
Next to its inherent 
high load bearing 
capacities, the 
shelving can be fixed 
in the floor to provide 
additional stability.

1

Soft drinks & beer

Sample 
compositions
Discover the many 
possibilities to present 
beverages, including 
stylish wooden 
finishes to showcase 
more exclusive drinks.
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5 6 7

1   Beverage rack wooden frame large     2   Beverage rack large     3   Beverage rack with wire back small

4   Beverage rack with wire back large     5   Beverage rack pallet     6   Beverage rack standard     7   Beverage rack with wooden finish
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Wine & 
spirits

Shelving, furniture & displays

From standard metal racks to high-end luxury 
shelves with a tasting corner, Gondella offers 

endless possibilities to custom configure your wine 
department.
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Both grocers and wine retailers are 

looking for ways to capitalize and ex-

pand on the shifting behaviours of 

consumers. Nowadays, they are not 

just crossing ‘wine’ off their shopping 

list, but they’re rather looking for a 

pleasant experience they haven’t 

had before. 

From standard metal racks to a high-

end luxurious look, from cross-selling 

to a tasting corner: Gondella can help 

your wine and spirits section stand 

out. Our wide variety of accessories, 

space-saving presentations and ele-

gant designs let you display a substan-

tial stock of drinks on a limited surface. 

Variety
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Wine & spirits

Add gondola ends or exclusive promo corners for impulse 
purchases, or complete the shopping experience with cross 
selling shelves, a food pairing module or wine tasting unit.

49
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Wine & spirits
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Wine & spirits

Sample 
compositions
Showing off your wine 
and spirits selection 
with an outstanding 
presentation will 
showcase your entire 
store at its best. Set 
an attractive scene 
with clear design, 
perfect functionality 
and a careful choice of 
materials.

Versatile
Bottles can be presented 
in different ways, such 
as lying, standing, bag-in-
box, cardboard boxes, 
wooden crates or cases.

Strong
Our wine presentations 
are characterised by high 
stability and an exceptional 
load bearing capacity.

1
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Accessories
Choose from a wide range of wine-
specific accessories like bottle holders, 
communication supports or wine 
separators. 

Information
Guide your end consumers 
quickly to the right wine region 
or variety, using stylish and 
clear communication panels.

Visibility 
Place extra stock without obstructing 
light by using less deep shelves at 
the top of your display. Place wine 
bottles at a slight angle to ensure good 
readability.

Wooden finish
Opt for a dark colour in 
combination with wood to give 
your wine presentation an 
exclusive look.

1   Wine unit “Grand Cru” communication panel large
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6 75

2

Wine & spirits
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10

5   Wine unit “Chateau wines”     6   Wine degustation furniture     7   Wine impulse furniture

8   Wine unit wall large     9  Wine unit double-sided gondola large     10   Wine unit “Grand Cru” large     11   Wine unit “Grand Cru” small

2   Wine unit “Grand Cru” communication panel small     3   Food pairing unit     4   Wine unit with botte holders

9

11
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Fruit & 
vegetables

Let freshness and colour stand out with attractive 
tables and presentations that guarantee to grab 

the attention of customers and tempt them to buy.

Shelving, furniture & displays
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The fruit & vegetable zone is often 

referred to as ‘the oasis’ of a super-

market. 

Whether in a city-centre store or hyper-

market, as a gondola or wall-mounted 

shelving: your fresh produce deserves 

to be presented in an eye-catching yet 

spatially efficient manner. Our modular 

build-ups for fruit and vegetables are 

perfectly scalable to your store’s size 

and needs.

Eye-
catcher
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Let your fresh produce stand out with a market-like 
presentation. 

Fruit & vegetables
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Fruit & vegetables
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The greater demand for custom 

made fruit and vegetable tables asks 

for the integration of other materials 

in combination with a flexible base 

system. 

All Gondella displays can be customized 

with a wide variation of wood, colours 

and finishes. Choose the right size so 

every square centimeter of your store 

is optimally utilised.

Custom
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The strong frame is designed for heavy loads and made from a 
mix of high-quality materials.

Fruit & vegetables
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Add-ons
Complete your display with 
many possible additions like 
scales, communication panels, 
platforms with herbs, water 
fogger systems, etc.

Sample 
compositions
Versatile yet 
functional, all fresh 
produce displays can 
be customised with 
practical components 
to meet your brand’s 
requirements and 
range.

Fruit & vegetables

Wooden finish
The combination with wood 
conveys a fresh and warm 
market feeling. A see-through 
effect will avoid the furniture 
from becoming ‘heavy’.

1
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Modularity
With its modular design, the 
fruit & vegetable tables offer a 
variety of configuration options. 
The modules are available in 
various depths and as a single, 
double or triple shelf system.

Crate stoppers
Crate stoppers prevent the 
fruit and vegetable cases from 
sliding down when the lower 
section is being filled.

Hygienic
Thanks to its configuration, our 
presentations are easy to clean 
both in and underneath the 
furniture.

Ergonomics
The smart, ergonomic 
modules are designed with 
ease of use of both staff and 
shoppers in mind.

1   Fruit and vegetables table large with scale
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2

4

Fruit & vegetables
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5

2   Fruit and vegetables table metal     3   Fruit and vegetables table frontal platform

4   Fruit and vegetables unit on wheels with arches     5   Potato and onion wall unit     6   Fruit and vegetables table small
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Bakery

Shelving, furniture & displays

Let your range of baked goods take centre stage 
and make your customers hungry for more with 

tailor-made furniture.
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True quality always stands out to your 

end customers. The bread and pastry 

section in the POS should not only be 

a visually pleasant presentation, it 

should also display quality materials 

and workmanship, just like the freshly 

baked products you sell within them. 

Different finishes and decor variants 

enable you to adapt your bakery fur-

niture to your individual sales area in 

the best possible way. For instance, the 

combination with wood accentuates 

the authenticity of bread making.

Fresh
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Bakery

Maximise your filling volume with a transparent design that 
gives a clear and broad overview of all the baked goods. 
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Bakery
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Easy access
Allows for convenient 
access to bread and 
pastries from every level 
of the furniture.

Hygiene
All goods are hygienically 
protected behind closed 
glass doors and closed 
sides. 

Modularity
The modular system 
offers flexibility to 
adjust to the product 
range (pastries, large 
breads, baguettes etc.). 
Standard shelving can 
be remodelled into a fully 
tailored bread furniture.

Crumb tray & pincers
Removable crumb trays offer 
maximum cleanliness beneath 
the modules. Pincers can be 
added as an option.

Customisable
The modern design 
can be adjusted to 
your needs and brand. 
This way it blends in 
seamlessly with the 
style of your store.

Protection
The subtly integrated 
bumper rail protects against 
damage.

Lighting
The right lighting highlights 
the freshness and crispiness 
of the baked goods on 
display.

Bakery

Sample 
compositions

1
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Bread unit standard          Bread unit with communication head          Bread unit XL  with bread slicer 

Bread & pastry unit
Bread and pastries of 
different shapes and sizes 
can be easily replenished and 
removed.

Bread slicing machine
A separate module with 
matching design permits 
the coherent integration of 
bread slicing machines and 
its supplies. 

Side presentation
An extension module for the 
sale of packaged products 
can be added on request.

Ergonomics
The smart design takes 
into account the best 
ergonomics for customers 
and store personnel. 

1 32

2

3
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Press & 
media

Shelving, furniture & displays

Newspapers, magazines, greeting cards, 
stationary… The press corner takes up little space 
in your store, but brings forward steady returns. 
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Wood emits a warm, inviting feeling that automatically draws 
customers to the latest magazine and book releases.

Press & media
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We wish to turn this area of your POS 

into a true feel good zone: customers 

are happy and relaxed, while they’re 

spending time to browse through 

their favourite media and magazines.

Naturally, a clear overview of your wide 

arrangement makes all the difference. 

In this section, product design and ex-

ecution complement each other to 

create a truly convincing solution.

Feel good 
zone
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Organisation
Customers appreciate being 
guided quickly to the item 
they are searching for: clear 
organisation of press and 
media is key.

Accessories
Various accessories 
combined produce a 
tailor-made solution 
for each store: zigzag 
presentations, dividers, 
ladders, hooks, and 
many more.

Flexibilty
The modularity and flexibility of 
the shelves make them easy 
to reassemble and rearrange 
according to your needs.

1

Sample 
compositions
Bespoke racks for 
your press and media 
make it easy for your 
customers to browse 
the range and pick out 
their favourite book or 
magazine.

Press & media
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5 6 7

5   Magazines unit     6   Books unit     7   Book table with wood

1   Large press module     2   News paper unit     3   Comics unit     4   Greeting cards & books unit
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Flowers

Shelving, furniture & displays

Impulse buying accounts for a large proportion of 
supermarket flower sales. With Gondella’s flower 

presentations, your customers will have the fastest 
possible access to the fresh blooms they want.
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Flowers

Floral presentations must be brightly lit for optimal sales, but 
be aware that hot spotlights or high temperatures can cause 
flowers to wilt early.
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Flower displays are true turnover 

boosters: nothing beats a spontane-

ous fresh bundle of flowers in your 

home.

Customers are happy to pick up this lit-

tle extra for themselves or their belov-

ed others, when the flowers look fresh 

and are beautifully stalled. Together we 

think along to provide your POS with 

the best fitting solution available. 

Turnover 
boosters
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Sample 
compositions

In and outside
Most free-standing flower 
arrangement solutions are suited 
for inside and outside usage.

Design
The modern and 
simple, yet high-
quality design puts 
the products in the 
foreground.

Island
Choose an island display for 
displaying cut flowers, potted 
plants and extra’s at the entry 
or exit of your store.

1

Flowers

Present a colourful 
variety of flower 
arrangements and 
plants in easy-to-
use and appealing 
displays. 

Flexible
Opt for a wall or gondola 
solution. The modular 
structure is mobile and 
can be expanded with 
various options. 

Other uses
Next to promoting cut flowers, 
other possible uses can be shown 
like dried or artificial flowers, 
seasonal decorations, etc.
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3

1   Flower unit     2   Flower wall unit     3   Rounded freestanding flower unit on wheels
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Cross 
selling & 

promotions

Shelving, furniture & displays

These ultimate revenue drivers at any point of sale 
are specifically designed with impulse buying and 

special promotions in mind. 

89
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Cross selling & promotions
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Small footprint to easily place 
in strategic locations.

Multiple creative 
solutions possible 
adapted to their 
location in-store.

Customize using 
a specific colour or 
wooden finish.

Practical accessories 
for end bays to 
stimulate cross selling.

1

Cross selling & promotions

Sample 
compositions
Strategic positioning of 
promotional furniture 
can attract your end 
customers’ undivided 
attention and encourage 
cross-selling.
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5

3

7 8

6

4   Cross selling gondola end wired back     5   Stackable presentation tables with risers     6   Presentation table with risers

1   Cross selling gondola end perfo back     2   Promo wire basket     3   Cross selling brochure unit

7   Stackable presentation tables without risers     8   Large wire basket
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Checkouts

Front-end solutions

Our standard and custom checkout solutions will 
help you to increase customer flow and minimise 
queueing, leaving a lasting last impression when 

your customers leave your store.
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As well as having a job to do, checkout 

furniture also has to fit seamlessly 

into your store design. 

Gondella has a wide range of modular 

checkout systems – with and without 

conveyor belts, that raise customer 

throughput.

Options include a wide choice of di-

mensions, conveyor belt lengths, ac-

cessories, COVID-19 screens, shopping 

collection areas, colour sublimations, 

digital options and signage. 

Customer 
flow

96



Checkouts

Commanding extra attention with LED lighting elevates the 
overall look of your furniture and makes it easy for customers to 
distinguish open from closed checkout stations. 
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If you want to tempt your customers to pick up sweets before 
they leave your store, then our attractive impluse displays are a 
subtle way to encourage last-minute purchases.

Checkouts

99



Hardware and software 
independent for easy 
integration in your store.

Future proof design 
for a timeless look and 
feel.

LED integration 
indicates clearly if 
the station is open 
or closed.

Smart 
serviceability 
guarantees a long 
service life.

Space available 
for a camera with 
fraud detection. 

Possibility to add 
an electrical or 
mechanical gate.

Checkouts

1

Sample 
compositions
Gondella has a wide 
range of modular 
checkout systems 
that ensure that the 
shopping experience 
is a smooth one, for 
your customers as 
well as your staff.

Customisation
possibilites in terms of 
sizes, colours, accessories 
and finishes.

Space for 
accessories like 
shopping bags.
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3

4

1   SLIM belted checkout     2   SLIM massive checkout impulse furniture     3   SLIM merge checkout large     4   Element BS checkout
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Self-checkouts

We work with you to find the perfect SCO layout to 
create a smooth and intuitive customer flow through 

your front-end zone.

Front-end solutions
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The self-charging cradle wall can be positioned near the entry 
and checkout area and supplemented with, for instance, 
promotional screens. Its modular design means it can also be 
placed on top of various items of furniture.

Self-checkouts
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The emergence of e-commerce has set the 

bar high for the checkout process in bricks-

and-mortar stores. These days, shoppers 

don’t want to queue and do want an easy 

self-checkout option. 

The advantages of self-checkouts are known. 

They let customers choose how they want to 

shop, they have a small store footprint and they 

help your customers save time. They can also 

significantly reduce your labour costs, as one 

employee can oversee several self-checkout 

kiosks instead of only being able to man one 

traditional checkout. 

Conveniece 
and speed
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Ergonomic and wide 
packing table. 

Secure, integrated 
cash management 
system.

An impulse area to 
stimulate last-minute 
purchases.

An integrated scale 
makes weighing lose 
items easy.

Option to add a 
detection camera to 
minimise theft.

Self-checkouts

1

Sample 
compositions
Benefit from cutting-
edge technology with 
integrated cameras 
and weighing scales, 
smart LED lighting 
and ultra-fast bioptic 
scanners, as well as 
a range of intelligent 
options for preventing 
theft.
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4 5

6

2

7

4   SLIM SCO bench     5   SLIM SCO standard flat small     6   Cradle wall single     7   Cradle wall double

1   SLIM SCO balance checkout large     2   SLIM SCO balance checkout small     3   SLIM SCO curved
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Customer 
guidance

Our customer guidance systems accompany 
your customers throughout the entire store from 

beginning until the end in a subtle way.

Front-end solutions

109



Set a great first impression with inviting 

entrance systems that look open and 

free of barriers. Also various models 

of partitions and checkout barriers 

help to guide and structure your store 

effectively.

First 
impression
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Customer guidance

Checkout barriers open up the exit at the checkouts. Exit gates 
ensure that the process runs smoothly in the checkout area or 
at modern payment terminals and reduce inventory differentials. 
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With radar of remote 
control for automatic 
opening and closing of the 
gates.

Only 5kg counter pressure 
is required to activate the 
panic setting.

Various types available 
like entrance gates, exit 
barriers and partitions.

Fast and easy to install.

Fitted with an audible 
signal for panic situations.

Self-operating in the 
event of error messages.

Customer guidance

1

Sample 
compositions
Our systems are 
made to direct 
your customers 
tactfully and almost 
unnoticeably. Gates, 
checkout barriers 
and partitions are 
available to meet any 
requirement.
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3 4

5

1   Single electric gate     2   Double electric gate     3   Partition wall     4   Double entry or exit setup with mid barrier     5   Guidance
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Create a unique in-store 
experience with Gondella

In a world where people are increasingly buying and selling online, retailers need to be 

able to stand out from the crowd. Gondella is the perfect partner if you want to create 

a memorable shopping experience: as well as offering smart retail solutions, we also 

work with you to deliver visible impact and better results for your business. 

          Every project is unique. Contact us to discuss yours.
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